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Tristone is an acrylic solid surface, the ideal material 
that combines practicality, durability, and elegance. 
It is the perfect material that enables you to create a 
one-of-a-kind design for limitless self-expression and 
design possibilities. 

Tristone is seamless, non-porous, resistant to heat, 
moisture and bacteria. Tristone can be thermoformed 
and joined seamlessly. 
Additionally, inconspicuous joins, integrated sinks, 
bowls and coved back splashes make Tristone the 
perfect choice for both residential and commercial 
applications. 

The design potential for Tristone is limitless.

Tristone UK offers sheets in more than 
40 colours and our range is growing!

Colours of Tristone

Tristone Surfaces can be easily repaired 
to their original state without any 
evidence of damage.

Repairable

FEATURES OF TRISTONE

Since most of our products are made 
using Tristone Solid Surfacing, we also 
offer colour match thermoformed sinks 
and bowls.

Colour Match Products Available

Tristone Surfaces are resistant to heat 
making it the ideal solution for 
kitchens, bathrooms, laboratories and 
many other installations.

Heat Resistant

HYGENIC
Tristone’s non-porous acrylic surface has countless benefits; with its ability to join seamlessly it can fend off mildew, 
bacteria and other harmful germs and is stain resistant. As Tristone can be joined seamlessly it is the perfect worktop 
option for clinical environments. Additionally, Tristone surfaces can be easily repaired to their original state, without 
any evidence of damage.

PRACTICAL
Tristone is the bespoke choice of the practical minded individual, providing a hygienic surface that is both durable 
and easy to maintain. Made from acrylic, it comes in a variety of colours at a competitive price whilst still offering the 
same “wow factor” that other high quality surfaces such as granite and solid stone products offer. It also offers more 
practicality when it comes to maintenance and is much easier to repair.

DESIGN
Tristone Solid Surface sheets can be joined seamlessly and thermoformed into various shapes which opens up 
unlimited design potential. Tristone Solid Surface can be integrated with other surfaces (including glass, tiles, granite, 
and other materials) to compliment the design of any domestic or commercial application and is available in more than 
36 colours from UK stock.



Tristone UK | Colours of Tristone

Tristone UK Limited

Rocky Mountain F-109

Snow Pearl S-203Whale White A-119

Gold Twilight F-105 Racoon TS-108French Roast ST-102Beige Sands S-102Milk Shake A-006

Natural Pearl F-309 Frost Land F-104

Sweet Peanut F-303

Frost Quartz F-111 Chalcedony T-001

Snow Range ST-009 Ambiance T-003Iris TS-111

Grise MT-001

Cream Sands S-110 Beige Wales F-106

Antarctic Ice TS-101

Antelope Canyon TS-203

Red Amber TS-119

*

Indian Ocean

*
F-201

Latona TS-116

Night Pearl S-202

Dark Cave A-105Night Sky S-119

Black Frost S-205

Concord F-103 Andradite B-005Fog S-201

Black Pepper S-106

Tempest Grey S-111

Sauron TS-117

Soft Pearl S-204

Dark or heavily pigmented colours require more 
maintenance and careful attention. These colours 
are suited for areas with less wear and tear.

H: HIGH MAINTENANCE

*

Limited sheet availability

A: Solid colours 
S: Small chips
ST: Medium chips
F: Large chips

COLOUR SERIES

TRISTONE UK STOCK COLOURS

VT-002MoriaVT-001SinaiV-004Shell V-003Almond V-011 V-019

Tristone by Lion Surfaces and its logos are registered trademarks of Tristone UK Limited in the United Kingdom.

Tristone UK Limited
Unit 3, Orde Wingate Way
Primrose Hill Industrial Estate
Stockton-On-Tees
TS19 0GA

ENQUIRY HOTLINE: 
01642 616880

alternatively email: samples@tristoneuk.com 
Note: Illustrated and actual products may vary

w | www.tristonesurfaces.eu
e | samples@tristoneuk.com

NEBULA COLOURS

ST-010-DGalaxy Cluster TS-212-DUranos

Version 2.1

T & B: UP chips
TS & M: Transparent chips
V: Marbled colours
D: Nebula (Dark Scratch) Colours

-(D) -(D) -(D) NEW NEW

Please note: Sauron, Night Sky and Dark Cave is currently available in standard and nebula sheets.

Dark Scratch Colours


